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SUMMARY 

The subject of this investigation is a commu¬ 

tated rotating coil magnetometer element. One detector 

with quadrature sets of brushes could be used to align 

a second element with the total earth's field. It was 

lay contention that .a commutated detector with a suit¬ 

able filter and contact-modulated d-c amplifier would 

reduce the noise and stray pick-up considerably over 

existing design and simplify the application of a servo¬ 

mechanism as well. In order to determine the feasi¬ 

bility of such a device, the design and construction 

of the commutated detector, filter and costact-modulated 

amplifier were necessary. 

The armature consisted of 39 coils of 150 

turns each of enameled Bo, 34 B.&£. copper wire spaced 

by fiber separators protruding from a luclte core. The 

Incite cylinder and copper coffiautator were force fit on 

a brass shaft supported by non-magnetic copper-beryllium 

ball bearings, Son-magnetic brush rigging and supports 

were used with the brush rig mounted so it could be 

rotated and the angular deflection read on a scale. 

An aluminum pulley was mounted on the shaft to drive the 

armature by means of a long cord belt and an oscillo¬ 

graph drive motor. 

Data taken to evaluate the relation between 
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brush axis angle and output voltage of the amplifier. 

The axis of the armature was placed perpendicular to 

the horizontal component of the earth’s field and the 

rotor driven at 1600 EPM. Readings were taken of the 

amplifier output voltage and angular scale deflection 

over the Interval from zero output to saturation voltage 

on both sides of the zero position. These readings were 

checked and rechecked over a period of thirty minutes 

•with no difference observed greater than the possible 

error in scale readings . 

The results of the data show clearly that the 

output voltage is linear with the angular change over 

the small interval near zero output. The magnitude of 

voltage developed at the 0.3535 degree limits desired 

is much greater than the inherent noise and is easily 

capable of controlling a servo system. 
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The subject of this investigation is a commu¬ 

tated magnetometer detector. The use of a constant speed 

commutated detector would simplify the mechanical con¬ 

struction and the electrical apparatus necessary for a 1 

mobile type of magnetometer. One detector with two sets 

of brushes in quadrature would be used to align a second 

element with the total terrestial field. The second 

detector v/ould be used to control the current through a 

system of Helmholtz coils placed to neutralize the field 

through the detector. The current through the coils is 

a direct measure of the total field v/hen the resultant 

field inside the coils is zero. In general, such a, 

system as used in the mobile magnetometer as described 

by Frowe (1) would be employed. 
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, The Ray magnetometer had a complicated mechanical design 

which made it expensive to build and difficult to adjust. 

It was my contention that a commutated detector with 
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suitable filter would represent an improvement in design. 

The fact that the output, is d-c means that filtering 

action can be used to eliminate the effects of stray 

fields on leads, even over long spans. The hypothesis 

to be investigated is that a drum wound armature with 

a finite number of coils and commutator segments can 

detect angular changes of field a small fraction of the 

angle between coils by adequate averaging of the output. 

In order to determine the feasibility of such 

a device, the design and construction of the detector 

and a sensitive d-c amplifier to obtain data were 

necessary. 

The use of an earth-Inductor type of detector 

ia desirable because it eliminates the necessity of 

special permeability materials and adds stability to 

the signal output. The brush axis is used for orienta¬ 

tion and elevation. When the field is perpendicular 

to the brush axis, the voltage appearing at the brushes 

is zero. d shift in one direction causes a positive 

voltage on one brush and a negative on the other. If 

the shift is in the opposite direction, the polarity 

is reversed. The magnitude of voltage generated for 

small angles of misalignment and its relation to stray 

noises determine the utility of this type of detector. 

Because of the small magnitude of voltage developed 
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for a reasonably small detector, it was decided to use 

a d-c amplifier of the contact modulated type (2),(3)» 

(4). The G. M. Research amplifier with a production 

model built by the Berkln-Elraer Corporation was con¬ 

sidered satisfactory, but was unavailable. It must be 

noted, however, that the motor driven breaker is far 

superior to the synchronous vibrator as used In this 

investigation. Ho production model of a d-c amplifier 

using a vibrator was available, although apparatus is 

built by the Brown Instrument Company and Leeds and 

Horthrup which incorporates this type of amplifier. 

These devices were, respectively, unavailable and in¬ 

sufficiently sensitive. It was necessary, therefore, 

to construct an amplifier using the available Leeds 

and Horthrup vibrator. 

My three-fold problem was then: 

1. Design and construction of a commutated 

detector. 

2. Design and construction of filter and am¬ 

plifier. 

3. Testing of the apparatus and evaluation 

of results. 
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REVIEW OF THE SUBJECT 

In the search for oil reserves in remote re¬ 

gions , the use of an air-borne magnetometer is helpful 

in speeding exploration operations. Certain gradients 

of the intensity of the earth’s field can often be corre¬ 

lated with changes In the subterranean structure of the 

earth. In this manner, extensive areas may be surveyed 

to designate certain sections for further investigation 

with more accurate and revealing methods. Before the war, 

magnetic surveys always were made on the ground with 

magnetometers requiring accurate leveling on a stable 

support. A simultaneous ground line was run to locate 

the station accurately. Because of these slow methods, 

an average survey could cover only 1|- square miles per 

day in favorable territory. 

During the war, the Savy developed an air-borne 

magnetometer for the purpose of locating submerged sub¬ 

marines (5) • Adapting this magnetometer to geological 

use, as such as 200 square miles per day have been 

covered. In this use, a continuous record of magnetic 

intensity is taken which gives considerably more informa¬ 

tion than a series of points which say be influenced by 

surface irregularities. By properly correlating the 

speed of the vehicle to the recorded intensity, a 
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magnetic profile of the path, covered is obtained. 

The accuracy to be desired in a magnetic sur¬ 

vey Is of the order of 3 or 4 gammas (1 gamma * 10”5 

oersted). Considering the average intensity of the 

earth *s magnetic field to be 50,000 gammas, an accuracy 

of one cart in 14,000 is required. If the vertical 

component alone of the field were to be measured, the 

accuracy of angular alignment would need to be of the 

order of a few seconds. If, instead, the total field 

is to be measured, the tolerable error can be Increased 

to 30 minutes with a corresponding error of only 2|r 

gammas * 

Error * 30,000 (1-cos 30') gammas 

= 50,000 (0 .00005) gammas 

Error « 2.5 gammas 

Thus, it may be seen that a total field magnetometer is 

desirable for mobile operation. A magnetically sensitive 

detector will record the total field when its axis is 

parallel to the total field. Two detectors are required 

to align the third detector with the total field. It is 

necessary that the apparatus be mounted on gimbals In 

order that the recording element say be kept parallel 

to the total field. Two servo-mechanisms are required 

to align the system. 

The Navy ASQ-3 and 34 use an inductor with an 
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easily saturated magnetic material and superimposes a 

sinusoidal mmf great enough to saturate the core. The 

voltage across the coll Is distorted by the saturation. 

If there were no external field, the voltage would have 

half-cycle symmetry, and even harmonics would be absent. 

The presence of an external field destroys this symmetry 

and one of the even harmonics generated may be filtered 

from the voltage across the coll, amplified and detected. 

Ordinarily the second harmonic is used. The AN/ASQ-3 

uses an inductor oriented by two orthogonal inductors 

and records the sum of the squares of the three outputs. 

Hence, compensation is made for the small deficiencies 

in angular orientation. The orienting mechanism consists 

of the orthogonal elements mounted on bearings on an 

Inner girnbal which in turn is mounted In bearings on 

the outer frame. 

Rotation about the two perpendicular axes is 

accomplished by two driving sources. This method, to¬ 

gether with slip rings for electrical connections, per¬ 

mits unlimited rotation and continuous alignment. The 

magnetic field is reduced to 5,000 gammas by direct cur¬ 

rent flowing in the recording inductor. Thus, the re¬ 

lative accuracy required is reduced by a factor of ten. 

Step control was used to take care of large variations 

in the ambient field. The suppression current was 

derived from dry cells especially insulated and aged 
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to reduce current drift. In this manner the instrument 

drift was less than ten gammas per hour and accuracy of 

field changes in the order of one percent. 

Prove describes a total field magnetometer for 

mobile operation developed by the Robert H. Ray Company 

(1). This magnetometer similarly uses a three element 

detector in which two elements orient the third, which, 

in turn, measures the total magnetic field. In this de¬ 

vice, a vibrating coil is used as the sensitive element. 

If the coil Is perpendicular to the total field, the 

induced voltage is small and twice the frequency of volt¬ 

age generated along a parallel plane. By using the output 

of the detecting element to control the direct current 

through a neutralizing system of field coils» the mag¬ 

netic field through the vibrating coil may be reduced 

to zero. By measuring the direct current required for 

nulling, the magnetic field can be accurately determined. 

For automatic current adjustment and continuous orient¬ 

ing, an additional vibrating coil is necessary for refer¬ 

ence voltage. The phase difference between the reference 

coil and the detecting coil is used to control a rheostat 

by a small motor. In later models this reference voltage 

was supplied by breaker point©. In this way the magnetic 

Intensity is converted to an equivalent direct current. 

A suitable means was devised to measure accurately the 
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current through the coils. A fixed current was used 

through auxiliary coils to neutralize most of the earth’s 

magnetic field. In this manner, the motor driven rheo¬ 

stat need carry a such smaller current. Difficulty was 

experienced with this apparatus due to the aiecfaanical 

instability of the rapidly vibrating elements and servo¬ 

mechanism. The amplifiers necessary to increase the 

detector output to a magnitude sufficient to operate the 

servo-mechanisms were located in the vehicle, and the 

resulting effects of stray pick-up were detrimental. 
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THEORY 

For an infinite number of coils with a total 

number of turns H* the generated voltage would be given 

by the following analysis. For this discussion, the 

expression rtinfinite number of turns** is used to des¬ 

cribe a rotor with sufficient turns that the change of 

field between conductors is negligible. 

i i 

ff r\\ 1 n X 

4 N 
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Thus, the generated voltage varies as the sine of the 

angle between the coils which contact the brushes and the 

direction of the uniform field* Since on a drum v?ound 

rotor the coll:ends are connected to commutator bars 

midway between the coil sides, the generated voltage for 

this type of armature varies as the cosine of the angle 

between the brush axis and the uniform field. Hence, 

when the brush axis is perpendicular to the field, the 

generated voltage is zero. 

In progressing from a rotor with an Infinite 

spread of coils to a rotor with a definite number of coils 

and commutator segments, the following reasoning is em¬ 

ployed. Consider the position of the aides of the coil 

as its commutator bar passes under the brush. During this 

period the cbil side occupies successively each position 

that would be occupied by turns of an infinite rotor. 

If the voltage output is averaged over this period exter¬ 

nally, then the resultant average is the same as that 

given by an infinite rotor with the satae total turns. 

This averaging or Integrating is done by a R-C circuit 

and effectively performs the integrating done by infinite 

turns. 

The magnitude of field component that affects 

the aligning coil may be calculated by the following 

method. The total field vector may be resolved into two 
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components, one parallel to the axis of the element and 

the other in a plane perpendicular to the axis. If the 

total field is to be kept within 1/2° of the axis of the 

element, the component in the plane perpendicular to the 

axis will be less than or equal to Bsln 1/2°. This mag¬ 

nitude describes a circle in the plane within which the 

component must lie. The voltage generated between 

brushes Is given by the component of the field parallel 

to the brush axis, Thus , the component of the field 

in the perpendicular plane is resolved Into components 

along the two brush axes. X 

In order to keep B* within the 1° circle, this resolution 

requires that the response of the element along brush 

axes correspond to 3* sin 45°* Actually, the nature of 

the quadrature elements acts to keep the component vector 

B* within a square, and in order to keep B’ within a 

circle, the diagonal of the square must be less than or 

equal to the diameter of the circle. 
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DESIGN OF THE ARMATURE 

The design of the armature was decided upon by 

a number of factors. The physical size of the detector 

must* of necessity, be small. The maximum electrical 

output with minimum ripple component was desirable from 

the standpoint of sensitivity and stability, A 2" dia¬ 

meter by 3” long armature was considered to be the 

largest size consistent with the projected use of the 

device. 

A maximum number of commutator segments is 

desirable in reducing the ripple in the output. It was 

decided to use a commutator from a surplus dynaaotor. 

This commutator had 39 segments and was 3/4” diameter x 

1/2" long. This determined the number of coils, Since 

the coils ware to be hand wound and mounted by myself, 

the wire size selected was No, 34 B&S. This was about 

the smallest wire that could be handled v/ithout breaking 

from a moderate pull. 

The armature, of course, was to b® built with 

no para-magnetic materials. A 1/4'* brass -shaft supporting 

a Incite cylinder If” in diameter x 3*' long was used for 

the core. 39 grooves 1/32” wide x 1/3" deep were stilled 

radially the length of the cylinder. Fiber separators 

1/32” x 1/2" x 3” were cemented in the grooves. The space 

in the slots thus formed was sufficient to permit coils 
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of 150 turns to too used, or 300 conductors per slot. It 

was planned to use full pitched coils and end connections 

for this pitch were anticipated. After winding the colls 

and attempting to place them on the rotor, it was found 

that it was necessary to short pitch the coils by six 

slots. A progressive lap winding was used. The voltage 

generated by this arrangement is found by the following 

formula: 

EA . «• £ N 
f  q 

60 x icr 

E/y = 39x150x2 x 5,,xl-5/8,,x2.542 x 10~5 x 3600 

60 x 108 

E = 2.12 microvolt3/gamma 

The bearings created a problem. Ho satisfactory 

bearing was available at any local outlet, however, the 

Robert Ray Company used a special copper-beryllium alloy 

ball bearing. It was decided to use these bearings which 

were made available by the Ray Company. 

The brush rigging from the surplus dynamotor 

was mounted on a diecast end bell. To simplify construc¬ 

tion, this non-magnetic support was mounted in a brass 

plate. A brass shim was made to support the small bearing 

in the end bell. The other bearing was mounted in a hole 

In the brass plate. The rotor shaft extended through this 
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bearing for driving purposes. The brass plates were 

screwed to a plywood base. & small aluminum pulley was 

made to drive the rotor and mounted on the extruding 

shaft. The brush mounting was held to the braes plate 

by a phosphor bronze spring ring in such a manner that 

it could be rotated about the axis. An 18-Inch long 

aluminum pointer was attached to the brush rigging. A 

scale was made and cemented to a wooden sector screwed 

to the wood base. This gave a method of reading angular 

shift of the brush axis. The rotor was driven from a 

small oscillograph drive motor by a long cord belt. 
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DESIGN OF THE D-G AMPLIFIER 

With the.armature design completed and the 

output voltage known, a suitable d-c amplifier was next 

required. In reviewing the amplifier problem, the only 

d~e amplifier with sufficient stability for this type of 

operation was the contact-modulated type (2), (3), (4). 

Volume 21 of the M.I.T. Radiation lab series, Electronic 

Instruments, describes d-c contact-modulated devices in 
\ 

voltage regulator circuits. It mentioned a breaker-type 

amplifier developed by General Motors Research during 

the war. This amplifier is described by Liston, Quinn, 
r 

Sargeant and Scott in "Review of Scientific Instruments", 

Volume 1?, Ho. 5» pp• 194-8. It was extremely stable and 

sensitive. In fact, at maximum gain the amplifier was 

capable of supplying two milllamperes into a 500 ohm load 

from a 0.1 microvolt signal with a 10 ohm input circuit* 

This amplifier consists of a motor driven 

breaker system and a three tube a-c amplifier. The Input 

signal is immediately converted to 75 cycle alternating 

current and introduced to the amplifier. The output of 

the amplifier passes through another breaker where it is 

converted back to d-c. Extreme care is taken in the manu¬ 

facture of this amplifier to eliminate stray pick-up from 

electrostatic and magnetic sources. The drift of the 
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amplifier after warmup is less than 0.005 microvolts 

per eight hours. This amplifier is considerably more 

sensitive than is required by the magnetometer and was 

not available. The amplifier described by Williams» 

Taroley and Clark used a synchronous vibrator to convert 

the d-c input to 60 cycle a-c which was amplified by a 

conventional a-c amplifier and converted back to d-c by a 

similar vibrator. 

The Brown Instrument Company also used contact 

modulated amplifiers In its equipment. It was ay idea 

to use the 60 cycle output as excitation for one phase 

of a two phase motor. This servo-motor would be used 

In aligning the detector and to- control the rheostat in 

the nulling current circuit. This method of servo-control 

from minute d-c voltages has been used by the Brown In¬ 

strument Company In automatic potentiometers and pyro¬ 

meters and in recent applications. Thus, this method 

of control has been proven and no basic development work 

would be necessary for this project. Leeds and. iiorthrup 

also builds equipment of this nature. Neither firm made 

an amplifier as such. The Brown Company would not make 

their.amplifier available without the control equipment. 

Leeds and Northrop would sell their amplifier unit but 

the sensitivity was insufficient* It was, therefore, 

necessary to construct the contact modulated amplifier. 
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The E.E. Department bought a Leeds and Northrup "synchron- 

ous converter" vibrator for use in this experiment. 

The converted is essentially a polarized reed 

which is energized by a driving coil supplied with 60 

cycle a-c. The motion of the reed switches a center 

connector from one contact to another. If the voltage 

of the two outside contacts is not the same, a discon¬ 

tinuous potential appears on the center connector in the 

form of a square wave. The peak-to-peak value of the 

square wave is equal to the difference in potential of 

the outside contacts. The frequency of the square wave 

is determined by the vibrating reed motion in turn deter¬ 

mined by the frequency of the driving source. The phase 

of the square wave is the same as that of the driving 

source, except for a 180° reversal with change of polarity 

on the outside contacts. This square wave may be analyzed 

by its Fourier series as an Infinite number of harmonically 

related sine, waves. Theoretically, the wave has quarter 

cycle, half cycle symmetry and even harmonics and phase 

angles may be eliminated. The remaining terms are: 
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If the amplifier Is made selective to the fundamental 

frequency, sixty cycles In this case, the output will 

consist of a sine wave of the fundamental frequency. 

This equivalent is to an input of Eeff a-c equal to 

0.70? (4/pi) Edc/2. Thus, by calculating the Eeff a-c 

input to the amplifier, the gain of the amplifier .may be 

determined for a desired output. 

It was desired to obtain an output readily 

readable on a VTVM and of sufficient magnitude to elimi¬ 

nate the need of special precautions in handling the 

output. An output of 0.5 volts was considered satisfac¬ 

tory and the amplifier gain was designed for this figure. 

The amplifier consisted of three resistance coupled 

stages. Two 6SJ7 pentodes were followed by a single 

triode section of a SSL7GT. The other triode of the 

6SL73T was not used, but would have been available if 

more gain or a lower impedance output had been required. 

In order to balance thermal voltages present 

in the input circuit, the dry cell bridge circuit was In¬ 

cluded in the ground contact. By adjustment of the 

coarse and fine potentiometers, the small thermal voltages 

could be accurately balanced. A switch was included to 

disconnect the battery when not In use. After assembling 

the amplifier, trouble was encountered. Originally it had 

been planned to use rectified line voltage supply for the 
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filaoient and plate supply. However, batteries were used 

in the filament circuit to conserve time as no 6 volt d-c 

supply was available. Plate supply power packs were 

available as standard laboratory equipment; but the ripple 

was far too great under the low drain of this amplifier. 

As a consequence, dry cells were used throughout. Ex¬ 

treme precaution was necessary in shielding of the input 

stages. The stray pickup was kept well below the circuit 

noise level by complete shielding. Trouble was met from 

microphonia pickup of the input stages. This appeared 

as a fundamental and as a double frequency component. 

Shock mounting of the vibrator and first stage reduced 

this source of interference to a negligible degree. This 

was don© by the use of rubber grommets on the mounting 

screws. A professional type of shock mount would pro¬ 

bably eliminate this effect altogether. 

A gain frequency curve of the amplifier with 

an a-c signal fed to the input grid demonstrates the 

effectiveness of the simple EC filter included in the am¬ 

plifier design. This selectivity reduced the harmonic 

content and insured stability of the amplifier. The 

over-all d-c Input to a-c output gain was measured and 

compares favorably with the value expected from the a-c 

gain and the Fourier analysis of the input. The vibrator 

worked perfectly when first used, but after the months of 
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development on the amplifier and equipment, when finally 

ready for tests, the contact adjustment had changed. This 

resulted in unsymmetrlc halves and Introduction of even 

harmonics. This could result in only a small change in 

effective fundamental and explains the discrepancy in 

measured over-all gain and calculated values. The vibrator 

is sealed and no attempt was made to correct this small 

deficiency since the effects on operation are slight. 
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

The amplifier was assembled while the fabri¬ 

cation of the armature was taking place. Upon its com¬ 

pletion, tests were made to determine the gain frequency 

relationship of the amplifier and also its over-all gain. 

At this time, a balanced demodulator was built to read 

the output on a d-c voltmeter. Various tests were made 

and kinks ironed out until the amplifier was functioning 

properly. 

When the rotor was completed and the operation 

attempted as a unit, the input filter was inadequate. 

After redesign of the-filter, difficulty was encountered 

due to the characteristics of the vibrator* It was 

found that at the center of the reed’s travel the three 

contacts were shorted briefly. This led to the use of 

a series resistor to nullify the adverse effects of this 

condition. At this time, the vibrator was directly 

coupled to the input grid and positive-ion control-grid 

current caused erroneous readings. The grid leak re¬ 

sistor was reduced to 1| meg. but the resultant drop was 

still excessive. The vibrator was then capacity-coupled 

to the input stage eliminating this difficulty. 

During the elapse of time while these changes 

were made, the vibrator characteristics had changed and 

the resulting harmonics and phase shift reduced the 
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utility of the indicator. Rather than attempt to correct 

these deficiencies ,'^pL^ecided to measure the a-c output 

on a VTVM and observe phase reversal on an oscilloscope. 

A plot of the gain frequency characteristic of the final 

amplifier is included in the report. Data were taken on 

the over-all d-c input to a-c output gain. This was 

done by using a voltage divider and a lk volt dry cell 

as the input source. Output readings were taken on the 

VWH for changes of the input voltage. The measured 

over-all gain compares favorably with the theoretical 

value considering the eccentricities of the vibrator. 

When the rotor was.first assembled and placed 

on its bearings, it was rotated at increasing speeds to 

determine its satisfactory speed range. Excessive 

vibration resulted at speeds over 1200 rpia. Since it 

was desired to operate the rotor at considerably higher 

speeds, it was necessary to balance the rotor. This 

was done by securing a thin lead sheet to the periphery 

of the rotor with a twine wrapping. This reduced the 

vibration greatly and speeds up to 36QQ rpm were possible. 

Looseness of the bearings on the shaft resulted 

In a slight amount of end play. Of necessity, the dimen¬ 

sions, of the rotor shaft were specified before the coils 

were placed on the rotor. After assembling the rotor, 

the end connections of the windings required that the 
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bearings be spaced approximately 3/8“ farther apart than 

anticipated. At this time the effect of axial movement 

was considered negligible so no attempt was made to 

eliminate the end play. 

After attempting tests on the apparatus, it 

was found that field gradients In the possible area of 

tests were sufficient to cause an appreciable effect on 

output from axial movements. Originally, the brushes 

supplied with the dynaiaotor were used. It was observed 

during tests that looseness in the holder was causing 

angular movement of the brushes. Some larger brushes 

were ground to the size of the brush holders. This con¬ 

siderably stabilized the angular position of the brushes 

and, consequently, the output voltage. Examination of 

the holders revealed that considerable improvement could 

be mad© by lengthening the contact of the brushes with 

the sides of the holders. In the particular holders used, 

the brush was in contact with the holder for less than 

3/16'’. Had time permitted, construction of a more satis¬ 

factory brush holder and tests on the composition of brush 

materials in particular the use of metallic contacts 

would have been desirable. 

The data taken to evaluate the relation of 

brush axis angle and output voltage was obtained in the 

following manner. The direction of the horizontal cora- 
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ponent In the total field was determined with a compass 

and the axis of the armature placed perpendicular to this 

line* The brush axis was then shifted until the output 

voltage passed through zero. Readings were taken of the 

amplifier output voltage and angle scale deflection from 

values where the amplifier saturated on one side of the 

zero position through zero to where the amplifier saturated 

on the other side. The readings were checked and recheeked 

over a period of JO minutes. Ho readings differed by more 

than the error in reading of the scales. The angle of 

zero output did not change during this period. The value 

of minimum voltage at zero angular brush was half a volt* 

It is possible that this figure could be greatly improved 

upon by increased mechanical stability of the rotor and 

commutation. The results of the data taken when plotted 

show clearly that the output voltage is a linear function 

of angular changes in the vicinity of zero output. This 

follows since sine 0= © for small angles. 
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EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP SHOWING METHOD OF DRIVE 

(WITH SHORT GORD) 
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CCKCmSIOHS 

From the results of the tests run In this in¬ 

vestigation, it may be concluded that the use of a com¬ 

mutated magnetometer element is of value. The magnitude 

of the output voltage is considered large enough that 

a practical servo-mechanism could be controlled to main¬ 

tain alignment within half a degree. The rotor used in 

this Investigation had considerably more output than 

necessary for minimum operation. Thus, a system using 

fewer turns and/or'smaller dimensions could be used. 

Adequate filtering on the input circuit of the 

d-e amplifier Is mandatory. The effect of this filter 

is to eliminate practically any stray field effects. 

A balance must be reached, however, between the speed 

of response and the filtering action since integration 

Introduces time lag in response to changing signals. 
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RECO'CKKHMTIONS FCRfURfHER imESTlGATim 

It la suggested that further work be done In 

relation to stabilizing the output of the rotor. The 

type of brushes and brush holders which would be best 

for this application were not considered In this Inves¬ 

tigation. It is possible that an equivalent rotor mad® 

of resistors Instead of colls would indicate the :noiae 

due to brush action. 

Another possible us© of a commutated detector 

might be for the total field element. The noise gen¬ 

erated by the detector in the tests performed in this 

Investigation was generated with a large cross field. 

It Is possible that, if the field were cancelled, the 

noise figure might be much smaller In comparison to the 

error voltage generated. This test might be performed 

with a set of Helmholtz colls to balance the earth’s 

field, since actual application considered would involve 

such an arrangement. 
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APPENDIX A 

GAIN-FREQUENCY DATA 

SIGNAL INPUT TO GRID OF 1st STAGE 

Ek = 265 V Ef * 5.6 V 

Frequency 
Cycles/Sec. 

Eln 
Microvolts 

Eout 
Volts 

V. G, 
x 104 

a 460 5.5 1.2 
10 250 5.5 2.2 
12 142 5.5 3*88 
16.2 64 5.5 3 .6 
21.2 37.5 5-5 14.7 
26.3 27-1 5*5 20.3 
31.2 21.3 5*5 25.6 
36.2 16.7 5.5 32.9 
41 14.8 5.5 37-2 
46 12.6 5*5 43-7 
51 11.4 5.5 48 . 3 
55 10.5 5.5 52.4 
60 10 5.5 55 
TO 10 5-5 W55 
75 9.8 5.5 56.2 
80 9.8 5.5 56.2 
95 9.8 5.5 56.2 
90 9.9 5.5 55.6 
100 10.1 5.5 54.5 
120 11.5 5.5 52.2 
150 14 5.5 39.3 
200 19-5 5.5 23.2 
300 45 5.5 12.2 
500 85 5.5 6.48 
800 205 5.5 2.68 
1000 310 5.5 1.77 
1600 790 5.5 0.696 
2500 1800 5.5 0.305 
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D.C A .0. VOLTAGE GAIN 

Calc. for %Q 

Eao input 

%o out 

%C °ut 

» 1.43 Microvolts 

® JL. * 1.43 x 0 ,707 
pi 2 

» 0,664 volts 

- 0.664 x 50 x 104 

- 0.332 volte 

Measured E^Q S 1.43 microvolts 

Eac out « 0 .31 volts 

VOLTAGE VS BRUSH ANGLE DATA 

1600 R?M Gain Setting 20 (Noise 0,5 V) 

Eout 
RMS Volts 

37 
34.5 
33 
30 
28 
24.5 
20 
14 
4 

-2 
-7 

-15 
-22 
25 
29 
31 
33 
35 
36 
37 
33 

Brush Angle 
Degrees 

14 
13.3 
13.6 
13.4 
13.2 
13.0 
12.8 
12.6 
12.4 
12.2 
12,0 
11.8 
11.6 
11.4 
11.2 
11.0 
10.8 
10 .6 
10.4 
10.2 
10.0 
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